
MOTO-GRIP™ INSTRUCTIONS, WARNINGS AND INSPECTION GUIDELINES

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Put Moto-Grip on like a standard backpack. 

2.  Position rear cross straps against mid-upper back. 

3.  Connect lower sternum strap on front of harness. 

4.  Adjust shoulder straps until lower sternum strap is parallel with sternum. 

5.  Tighten lower sternum strap and shoulder straps until harness is snug against the body. 

6. Connect upper chest strap on front of harness and tighten until snug against the chest. 

7.  After adjusting for proper fit, secure excess material on all straps using elastic lashes provided.

WARNINGS

•	 Failure	to	comply	with	all	Moto-Grip	instructions,	warnings	and	inspection	guidelines	may	result	in	severe	injury	or	death.	 
 If you have any questions or concerns, do not hesitate to contact us at sales@hatchventures.com or 212-281-6144.

•	 Motorcycling,	mopeding,	ATV	riding	and	snowmobiling	are	inherently	risky.	The	Moto-Grip	does	not	eliminate	the	risk	of	 
 accidental passenger ejection, serious injury or death.  Therefore, always drive safely and responsibly, especially when carrying  
 a passenger.

•	 The	Moto-Grip	is	not	a	substitute	for	safety	lessons	or	any	other	safety	equipment,	including	helmet,	eye	protection,	padding,	and	 
 proper outerwear. 

•	 Under	no	circumstances	should	a	passenger	under	the	age	of	12	be	permitted	to	ride	on	the	back	of	a	motorcycle,	moped,	ATV	or	 
 snowmobile without use of both the Moto-Grip and Moto-Grip Jr..

•	 The	Moto-Grip	is	not	intended	for	any	use	other	than	facilitating	motorcycle,	moped,	ATV,	and	snowmobile	passenger	 
 safety, as delineated in the product description, instructions, warnings, and inspection guidelines.

•	 Inspect	Moto-Grip	before	each	use	(see Inspection Guidelines below).
 
•	 Do	not	use	Moto-Grip	if	hardware	is	damaged	or	webbing	is	cut,	frayed,	burnt,	melted	or	abraded.

•	 Protect	product	from	chemical,	environmental	&	mechanical	damage	when	stored.

•	 Check	that	the	Moto-Grip	chest	strap	and	sternum	strap	side	release	buckles	are	properly	and	securely	fastened	prior	to	operating	 
 the vehicle with a passenger.
 
•	 Never	exceed	the	Moto-Grip’s	Maximum Passenger Weight Limit:  300 LB/136 KG.

INSPECTION GUIDELINES        
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
The entire product must be visually inspected before each use and it shall be removed from service if any of the following are detected:  

 Holes, tears, cuts, snags or embedded material.
 Broken or worn stitches where the hardware is sewn to harness.
 Acid or alkali burns.
 Melting, charring, or weld spatters on any part of the webbing.
 Excessive abrasive wear or crushed webbing.
	 Signs	of	ultraviolet	(UV)	light	degradation.
	 Distortion,	excessive	pitting,	corrosion,	or	other	damage	to	hardware	or	end	fittings.		
 Any conditions which cause doubt as to the strength of the product. 

Even damage that looks minor can significantly degrade the strength of the product.  If you have any doubts about the condition of the product, 
DO NOT USE IT.  Moreover, never attempt to perform temporary field repairs on this product. 
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